In OKS we show we are **RESPECTFUL** and **CARING** when we

- Raise our hands when we want to speak
- We take care of our classroom and clean up after ourselves
- We listen when our teacher is speaking
- We listen when our classmates are speaking
In OKS we show **Cooperation** by:

- Working nicely with our classmates
- Sharing toys and sports equipment inside the classroom and out on the playground
- We follow the rules for the playground and recess time
- We take turns and practice patience
In OKS we show **Appreciation** and that we are **Principled** when we:

- We come to school with a smile
- We apologize if we do something wrong
- We take care of our belongings and others too
In OKS we show we are **Committed** by:

- When we try new things
- We never give up
- We ask for help when we need it
When we do not follow our Essential Agreement we agree to the consequences

• Given a warning and explained how we should have behaved
• Removed from the activity for 5-10 mins
• Missing out on an activity or playtime
• Visit to the office to see the Principal or Vice Principal
• Phone call to parent